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About This Game

Help the viking king find a cure!
Several years have passed since Ingolf became the king of Iceland. He married his beloved Dalla and they gave birth to two

beautiful children. The lands of Ingolf prospered and grew. But one day a terrible danger came to the lands of the brave king.
An unknown disease started to spread across the kingdom. To save his family and his people Ingolf will have to travel to the

lands of the far west and find a cure!
Travel to the far lands of the west! Visit wondrous corners of the ancient world! Meet new interesting characters and learn their

intriguing stories! Find a cure and save your kingdom!

- 40 exciting levels;
- 4 bonus levels;

- absorbing storyline;
- renewed gameplay;
- wonderful graphics.

JOIN US!

Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RealoreGame
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/RealoreGames
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Bejeweled Puzzle Mode with an anime overlay, with less puzzle and just a limited number of moves. My ears and eyes hurt.. *
The ui is horrible
* The achivement spam blocks some of the buttons
* Collecting money is tedious as it's a button per store rather than clicking on the store
* The 2x store bonus bug out and can't be bought after rank 1
* The grammer is kinda bad
* All the tips are frontloaded rather than told as needed which means you will miss parts.
* The investments don't really show well enough what they are helping
* The stock used per day is not shown so it's hard to know if you are maximizing your shops

The game just has a lot of small compounding issues that make it rather mediocre and the stuff listed is not even everything.. Do
i like the game : Yes, even if it's simple and adictif.
. The translation is so bad that I can't understand enough within the first 5 minutes to want to keep playing. I requested a refund..
no one playing and no option to play ?. Twin stick shooter with steam punkish boats. Not good at all. Just not. Indie bundle
garbage clearing time once again.. A great game for people who have a vendetta against headcrabs.. Great game, I love the
hammy acting. The puzzles are easy enough to figure out in the first half, but I must admit I kept a walkthrough by my side for
the second half. Great music and atmosphere. Good game, fun to play with friends. Wish the other rooms were a little cheaper,
or in a bundle at the very least. Other than that, great game and I recommend it.. Got this game with the Eidos Anthology sale,
thought I just play this game to kill some time. Turns out this game is really additive and pretty diffcult even on the easy setting.
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Awesome game, really good.. What a great local co-op game. It is perfect to pick up and play with very simple rules and
controls. Everything about it is flawless. Get it ASAP.. A masterful satire addressing the plight of the proletariat in a gilded
anarcho-capitalistic society. On the surface, pony society is all rainbows and sunshine but you shortly discover the experience is
that of an unwashed, uneducated pony too sick and undesirable to find work, stumbling through a forest at 3 am frantically
foraging for edible mushrooms to stave off starvation.

You need a college education to work as a cashier. You are a pony who hasn't finished grade school. Which, by the way, is
neither compulsory nor publicly funded.

Good luck.

All told? 9/10 for a fantastic political commentary, held back by a couple minor glitches. ...At least I think that's what they were
going for with this game.. I don't use it. Its OK, nothing to write home about. Basically a knock off of every other marine park
empire there is BUt it does have hours of fun there are issues but what game doesnt have them its playable, needs work but is
playable. I recommend if ON SALE not at full price.. I cannot recommend this game to anyone in its current state. The graphics
are great and the sound is somewhat lacking (no voices, limited soundtracks). And beyond the great potential this game has these
are the few positive remarks I can give it, as of now. The combat is a little wonky, my guns will fire and almost always miss.
The tutorial provides little information on what to do and how some mechanics of the game work. The key takeaway for me
however, is that the game is not in a funcional state. I see alot in the horizon for this game, and would love to see it prosper, but
this game is not worth $15.. wft was that?. Love this game! recommend to anyone who likes to kill time and enjoys turn based
combat. It is a great game! I love playing this with family. But could you add the diFIBrilator and choosing your own sound?
. I enjoyed playing this game - nice voice and music - good HOG and puzzles, decent graphics.
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